
REPORT ON GNANA SAMANVAYA PROGRAMME CONDUCTED ON 

24 FEBRUARY 2018 AT GOVERNMENT FIRST GRADE COLLEGE, 

KOPPA, CHIKKAMAGALURU DISTRICT, and KARNATAKA.  

About the program 

Gnana Samanvaya is one of the many reforms introduced by the Government of Karnataka to 

improve the quality of higher education in government colleges. It aims at building greater 

linkages between educational institutions such as Private and Deemed Universities (Partner 

Universities) and the society they serve, particularly those located in the rural and semi-urban 

areas of the state (Coordinating Universities).  

The government has held discussions with the Government Universities and various Private 

Universities in Karnataka to adopt and partner with one or more government educational 

institutions with a view to develop a strong and collaborative relationship between the two. 

This is to enhance the quality of academics and research activities and offering programs in 

higher education so that the students are equipped with both theoretical knowledge and 

practical skills and experience through an integrated approach.  

About the college 

 



The Koppa Government First Grade College was established in 1982 and is located in Koppa 

Taluk, Chikkamagaluru District, about 375kms away from Bengaluru. It is affiliated with 

Kuvempu University, Shankaraghatta, Shimoga. Kuvempu University is an affiliating 

University in Karnataka. Established in 1987, it is a University with a distinctive academic 

profile, blending in itself commitment to rural ethos and a modern spirit. It has 35 Post-

Graduate departments of studies in the faculties of Arts, Science, Commerce, Education, 

offering 45 Post Graduate Programmes ,4 P.G Diploma and many Under-Graduate 

programmes. University has 95 affiliated colleges, three constituent colleges (among three, 

one autonomous college), one college under direct administration, one B.P.Ed.college, and 18 

B.Ed. colleges under its jurisdiction. The Koppa Government First Grade is a State Public 

University managed and run by the State Government of Karnataka. The college offers 

various courses like Bcom, BBA, Mcom, BA and BSc. According to the college, an estimate 

of 1200 students is enrolled in these various courses. The Bcom course has the highest 

number of enrolment with a total of 591 students. There are 70 BBA students in all three 

years and 63 students who are pursuing their Masters Degree in Commerce. The Principal of 

the college, Dr. Anantha S, his staff and his students welcomed us with open hands and open 

minds. 

 

Modules Covered 

Interpersonal Skills: 

These are skills which helps individuals in communicating effectively in everyday life. Basic 

skills revolve around the ability to speak, listen, question, empathise and help in 

understanding body language. Now, for a student of Christ University this might seem a bit 

too simple, but for these students it is not. Even though these students would have been 

taught to be polite and well-mannered, they might not be aware of the etiquettes needed in a 

corporate environment. This might be because of the upbringing or the surrounding rural 

environment. These interpersonal skills will also help these students in learning how to 

behave and how to present themselves in the Corporate World which is dynamic and 

competitive. 

 

 



Email Writing: 

In today’s world, internet rules everything. The days of writing letters for formal 

communication are far behind us. We still do write letters, but they are electronic letters. 

Since emails are the foremost form of formal communication used today, it is important that 

these students learn about it. It is not that none of them know how to use the internet or how 

to create an email account and send emails, but it is also about how they present themselves 

in emails. When writing an email it is important to follow certain etiquettes like writing the 

email address of your recipient, writing the subject, adding attachments and so on. But 

knowledge of the technical elements is not enough, since these emails are usually sent to high 

ranking officials who only look at the best for their company, it is important that there is a 

certain level of sophistication to the message being communicated. 

Time Management: 

Time Management is effectively organizing, planning and allocating time to the right activity 

at the right time. Time management allows individuals to make most of their time. These 

students were taught about the importance of time management which helps us in taking 

informed decisions to set your priorities and effectively choose the appropriate steps to 

increase productivity. We also informed them as to how they could use their time wisely by 

doing activities like, MOOCs, Youtube Learning, working on hobbies and reading books 

emphasizing more on non-fiction books like biographies and autobiographies of great 

personalities. 

 



Stress Management: 

Today’s world is highly dynamic and competitive. Nothing stays constant, the environment 

and everything around us keeps on changing. In this chaotic environment every individual 

should be alert and aware at all times and this takes a toll on us. It is mostly seen that 

individuals of the adolescent age are not able to keep up with the effects of the changing 

world, and this leads to high stress and tension, which is harmful to one’s mental and physical 

health.  We also taught them about the effective ways of managing stress like, time 

management, exercise and meditation, having an optimistic attitude, organizing one’s work 

properly and also keeping aside enough leisure time for oneself, so that this time can be 

invested in doing something that we love and also to spend time with family and friends. 

Peer Pressure: 

When people feel a need to confirm to a particular group in order to avoid being isolated or 

left out, peer pressure is something that everyone experiences, no matter their age or 

background. Peer Pressure comes in many ways like positive, negative, external or internal. 

Positive peer pressure is all well and good, but negative peer pressure arising from spending 

time with the wrong crowd could lead to disastrous repercussions. Because the brains of 

teenagers like the students are still developing, the bad repercussions could become 

disastrous in the future. We taught these students why someone would succumb to negative 

peer pressure and how to get out of situations where someone knows that it is going to end 

badly, but they still do it because of peer pressure from friends. 

Job Opportunities: 

  This module was mainly presented to the MCOM students of the University. Being 

individuals within the age group of 21-25, the students were sceptical about the job 

opportunities that were available for them in the market. They were not confident about their 

specialization bringing home enough money, which for them was the main objective of 

education. The MCOM students of our University conversed with them about this and made 

them aware of the plethora of job opportunities the world has to offer them. 

Resume Writing: 

The dynamic business world no more works on references from employees or stakeholders, 

the HR department of every organisation requires individuals to submit their Resumes which 

acts as a mirror of the accomplishments and bears more weightage than word of mouth. This 



module was more stressed upon because of its importance, as even some of our University 

students are not yet completely aware of making a resume. It was important to teach these 

students about resume writing.  

 

Group Discussion: 

After resume writing, the topic on which every job candidate should be well equipped in, is 

Group Discussion. The corporate giants are always in the lookout for individuals who can put 

across their views and opinion with confidence and convincing facts to support them. To 

ensure that these students do not suffer from the lack of not knowing the essentials of a group 

discussion, we used this module to educate them about it. The students of our University 

organised a mock Group discussion, which was highly fruitful. We also made them take part 

in Group Discussions so that they gained the confidence and skill to participate in a group 

discussion. 

Personal Interview: 

As the first impression is the best impression, it is vital for students to know how to portray 

themselves in a formal setup like a Company. Hence, knowledge about personal interview 

will help individuals pursue accomplishment in these interviews. Since personal interviews 

are one of the most important elements in the process of getting a job, we adviced them as to 

how they should portray themselves in a personal interview. We organised mock interviews 

for them, so that they could participate and gain experience in this regard. 

 



Subject based activities and Icebreakers: 

Given the fact that these students are still teenagers their attention span was limited. Hence it 

was important for us to organise ice breakers to break the monotony. In all the classes many 

sessions of ice breaking was organised in which these students were asked to put their stage 

fear aside and express themselves. The ice breakers that we organised were a general quiz to 

test their knowledge, dumb charades, pick and speak, turncoat and other similar activities. 

The topics given ranged widely from topics of social importance, movies to subjects based 

topics.  

The response of these students was surprisingly overwhelming, as they exceeded all our 

expectations and whole heartedly participated in the events.  

 



 

 

 

Prof . Girish S and Prof. Raghunandan G took the initiative to conduct an informative session 

with the college students. The session was about the various courses which would help them 

in future.  



 

The main objective was to guide the undergraduate students about the recruitment process 

and the post graduate students regarding research tools and techniques. The students were 

guided regarding the stages of recruitment that is the quantitative aptitude tests, group 

discussion, case discussions and personal interviews. The volunteers could connect to them 

better as they had gone through that phase and hence it was very beneficial. They shared our 

experience regarding our recruitment process and the do’s and the don’ts when the placement 

takes place. The information about the Big 4 companies (KPMG, Deloitte, EY and PWC) and 

the interview process was explained in detail. 

Another objective was to educate the students regarding improving job related skills, 

pursuing professional courses in the interested subject area and also the other areas they can 

venture into pursue post-graduation. The following information was shared and guidance was 

given to them to pursue the same. 

 

Job skills  

 MOOC courses- Massive open online courses are recent and widely researched 

development in distance education. Many universities offer free MOOC courses which 

helps students to learn various skills. Some of the e-learning platforms are Khan 

Academy, Peer-to-Peer University, Udemy, and ALISON etc. There are some 

international websites which offer online courses like Coursera etc.  



 

 LinkedIn- LinkedIn is a platform where people get to connect with officials of big 

corporate. They were informed about this platform to them so that they could connect to 

the industry professionals and learn from them and also get to know about more job 

opportunities. 

 

 

 

Professional courses 

 Chartered accountant(CA) 

 Cost and Work Accountant(CWA) 

 Cost and Management Accountant(CMA) 

 Chartered Institute of Management Accountant(CIMA) 

 Company Secretary(CS) 

 

 

 

 

Higher studies 



 MBA/PGDM- Information about the various exams like Common Admission test (CAT), 

Xaviers Aptitude test (XAT), Management Aptitude test (MAT) were given so that they 

could write them and get into their desired universities.  

 

 Masters- Entrance exams are different for such courses and therefore a proper research 

has to be done to apply for the desired universities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Experience 



1
st
 Year Bcom Students:  

“All the first year classes (3 sections of B.Com and 1 section of BBA) had been combined 

together and they were seated in Function Hall of the college. The strength of the class was 

around 200 students. The crowd was huge but a well behaved one. The students had a look of 

curiosity on their faces when they were asked to shift to the hall and then they met us.  

It is important to break the ice before conducting a session in front of a large group. We 

started off the session with a small game called “Simon Says” in which we were giving them 

instructions and they had to do the opposite of it. This game is like an exercise for the mind 

and people involved have fun while playing. The game really helped break the awkwardness 

between the students and the volunteers. After we got comfortable with each other, we had a 

session on the interpersonal skills. We talked about various etiquettes to be followed and 

social norms accepted and the students also participated eagerly. In order to make the session 

more interactive, we enacted out some scenarios and the students pointed out the mistakes. 

Afterwards, we had some other activities like General Quiz and Pick &Speak. The students 

participated with zeal for both the activities. We were giving out chocolates to the person 

who was volunteering to speak on the dais.   

Before leaving for lunch, the Principal of the college with other faculty members came in to 

honour and thank Christ University, the faculty and the volunteers to be involved in social 

service.” 

-Shruti Jhunjhunwala, Volunteer (1
st
 year) 

 

2
nd

 Year Bcom Students: 



“To tell about an experience that good is not expressible in words. 

The day starting of entering into a class of hardly 30-40 and by the end of the hour had about 

70-80. The reason for so many of them coming that late was because of the bus facility they 

have. Koppa First Grade College is the only college around the few villages in 

Chikkamangalur to offer Bachelor degree in Commerce and Science. After the class strength 

was full, we tried introducing us to them and vice Versa and asked about the places which 

were good around Koppa and did this to be a part of the ice breaker session. The crowd got to 

know us well and they also go really comfortable with us to talk or to ask anything was when 

we started. Our first subject based session of interpersonal skills. Interpersonal skills were the 

module where we aimed at teaching basic communication and some etiquette when we are to 

talk and present ourselves. There were scenarios which were enacted by us as well as the 

students and hence the goal was achieved. Further, in the next session we had email writing, 

resume writing and personal interview along with a mock Group discussion which could give 

the second years a fair view of the dimensions and the approach towards a job profile. These 

were accompanied with certain indoor subject based activities and a general quiz which even 

continued post lunch.  

It was during the post lunch period where we realised how much of an impact we as 

volunteers had on the students.” 

-Ranjini Nadig, Volunteer (2
nd

 year) 

 

3
rd

 Year B.Com Students: 



“It was an amazing experience to meet the final year students of the government college 

Koppa. Initially it was difficult for us to make them understand the purpose of us visiting 

them, but the description given by the faculties helped them to understand the program. 

Later the activities conducted by us broke the ice between us and they started interacting with 

us. As the sessions continued and got more serious when we started discussing about writing 

the resume, group discussions, personal interview where the students became more attentive 

and took notes for each slide.  

The role plays which were enacted helped them to understand the difference between the 

correct and incorrect ways of attending an interview. 

In the next session we explained about the research oriented aspects and later they came to us 

with a lot of doubts about their career and doubts about job opportunities. Overall it was a 

successful program and a satisfactory one.” 

-Hemanth S Angadi, Volunteer (3
rd

 year) 

 

 

 

 

M.Com Students: 



“When we all entered initially we figured out that the whole crowd was baffled, like for what 

purpose we were there, later on we introduced ourselves in Kannada and made them feel 

comfortable. After an ice breaker session they were going with the flow, they gelled with us. 

The session was easy going as the students were very adaptive. 

In fact we found that they were eager to learn and we were excited to teach such a crowd. It 

was an amazing experience. 

They took a note of each and everything what we taught and they found it very apt to them 

and accepted it. They were very interactive and cooperative. As we did mock interviews and 

Group Discussion they were able to grasp more of things that happen in reality. Students, 

who were initially hesitant to come forward, later started participating in all the activities 

conducted by us. 

As per my observation I would say they thoroughly enjoyed it. And it was a moment to be 

cherished as it turned out to be a successful and a fruitful program. They asked us to visit 

again and teach them more as they have too much to learn from us.” 

-Smaran Subbaiah, Volunteer (M.Com) 

 

 

 

Overall Experience 



This entire trip and the entire program was an enriching experience for all of us. During the 

course of the day we, the students of CHRIST were tasked with the responsibility of 

educating the Commerce and Management students. We were engrossed in educating the 

Undergraduate students on Interpersonal Skills, Resume writing, Email writing, peer 

pressure, time management and stress management whereas the Post-Graduate students were 

engaged in a class where the Post-Graduate of Christ talked to them about the importance of 

research and the need to learn about Group Discussions which would help them in interviews. 

It was a great learning experience for both, the students of Christ and the students of Koppa 

Government First Grade College. The students from Koppa were eager to learn. They 

participated well in all activities and were well behaved throughout the sessions.  
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Annexures 

I. Agenda: 

CHRIST (DEEMED TO BE UNIVERSITY), BENGALURU 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

GNANA SAMANVAYA PROGRAMME –SOFT SKILLS TRAINING 

PROGRAMME FOR STUDENTS OF GFGC, KOPPA, CHIKMAGLUR DIST. 

 

DETAILS OF 

PARTCIPATING 

COLLEGE 

GOVERNMENT FIRST GRADE COLLEGE, KOPPA, 

CHIKMAGLUR DIST. 

 

DATE: 24.02.2018 (TIMINGS: 9AM -4PM) 

 

AGENDA 

ICE BREAKER SESSIONS 

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS 

 

RESUME WRITING AND EMAIL WRITING 

PLACEMENTS (GD, PI, JOB OPPORTUNITIES) 

GENERAL QUIZ 

TURNCOAT 

EXTEMPORE 

PICK AND SPEAK 

SUBJECT BASED INDOOR ACTIVITY 

TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITY(OUTDOOR ACTIVITY) 

 

 

 

 

 



II. Schedule: 

GNANA SAMANVAYA PROGRAMME (GOK) AT KOPPA 

DETAILS OF 

PARTNERING 

UNIVERSITY 

 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

 

CHRIST (DEEMED TO BE UNIVERSITY)  

DETAILS OF 

PARTCIPATING 

COLLEGES 

GOVERNMENT FIRST GRADE COLLEGE, KOPPA, 

CHICKMANGALUR DISTRICT. 

 

DATE  24
TH

 FEBURARY 2018. 

 

FIRST YEAR’S SCHEDULE FOR BCOM AND BBA: 

HOURS 1
ST

 YEAR SCHEDULE 

9AM TO 10AM ICE BREAKER SESSION 

10AM TO 11AM  

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS 

11AM TO 12PM GENERAL QUIZ 

12PM TO 1PM PICK & SPEAK 

1PM TO 2PM LUNCH 

2PM TO 3PM SUBJECT BASED INDOOR ACTIVITY 

3PM TO 4PM TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITY (OUTDOOR ACTIVITY) 

 

 

SECOND YEAR’S SCHEDULE FOR BCOM AND BBA: 

HOURS 2
ND

 YEAR SCHEDULE 

9AM TO 10AM ICE BREAKER SESSION 

10AM TO 11AM  

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS  

11AM TO 12PM RESUME WRITING  & EMAIL WRITING 

12PM TO 1PM EXTEMPORE 

1PM TO 2PM  LUNCH 

2PM TO 3PM TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITY (OUTDOOR ACTIVITY) 

3PM TO 4PM GENERAL QUIZ 

 

 

 



THIRD YEAR’S SCHEDULE FOR BCOM AND BBA: 

HOURS 3
RD

 YEAR SCHEDULE  

9AM TO 10AM ICE BREAKER SESSION 

10AM TO 11AM  

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS  

11AM TO 12PM TURNCOAT 

12PM TO 1PM TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITY (OUTDOOR ACITIVITY) 

1PM TO 2PM  LUNCH 

2PM TO 3PM PLACEMENTS 

 - RESUME WRITING 

 - GD 

 - PI 

 - JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN GOVERNMENT SECTOR, BANK 

AND PRIVATE SECTORS  3PM TO 4PM 

 

 1
ST

 AND 2
ND

 YEAR MCOM SCHEDULE: 

HOURS MCOM 1ST AND 2ND YEAR 

9AM TO 10AM ICE BREAKER SESSION 

10AM TO 11AM CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 

11AM TO 12PM 

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 12PM TO 1PM 

1PM TO 2PM  LUNCH 

2PM TO 3PM RESEARCH 

3PM TO 4PM TEAM BUILDING 

 

 

III. Student In charges: 
 

NO OF 

STUDENTS @ 

GFGC CLASSES STUDENT IN CHARGE FROM CHRIST 

1ST YEAR BCOM AND BBA  

72 1BCOM A SHREYANK, JAYANT, VAISHNAVI, 

72 1BCOM B LOHIT, PAYAL, HARSHIT 

78 1BCOM C SHRUTI, VAMSHI 

24 1 BBA BELVIN, NAMASYU 

   2ND YEAR BCOM AND BBA 

 



91 2BCOM A MOHAK, RANJINI, SHERLEY 

88 2BCOM B JESLIN, KASHYAP, SATYA 

24 2 BBA SHREYAS, CHRISTOPHER 

   3RD YEAR BCOM AND BBA 

 

97 3 BCOM A SHIVALI, SRAVANI,  HEMANTH 

93 3 BCOM B ADITHYA, KAMNA, POOJA 

22 3 BBA APOORVA, SURAJ, PRUTHVI 

   POST-GRADUATE 

 

63 1& 2 MCOM SUBBIAH, NOMPI, KARTHIK 

 

 


